
News from Lesser America

We are glad to report that the exciting event of last
Monday se’ennight—viz a viz, our dear editor slicing his
fingers open with a glass jar and getting the satisfaction
of experiencing the novelty of an afternoon in the hospital
waiting room and ten stitches—is now almost altogether a
thing of the past. The stitches are out and the extremities
involved only a bit swollen and stiff, and we are delighted
to say that, starting yesterday, our editor confided to
himself that it finally felt like he almost had two hands
again. And we are most delighted to report this
auspicious development because the fingers involved
happen to be, as I mentioned… mine.

In other news, equally surprising and almost as
unexpected, the S.’s move has now been brought to a
successful conclusion, with the last loose twist-tie having
made the long trip from the front yard to the back. Please
take our advice though, and when planning your next
move (of whatever distance), make a point of seriously
investing in a few decent boxes.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,
I am writing because of the alarming
tendencies that I have recently been
noticing and experiencing of Saturday’s
deciding not to exist, and in fact all but
going extinct, and would very much
appreciate your advice as to how to
remedy the situation.
—an over-busy family member

Dear reader,
My advice would be that if Saturday’s are
the only days that have ceased to exist you
count your blessings.
—the Editor

When I Am Sixty
Sarah Durand

One day when I was seven years old, I woke up with a strange thought in my head. I wonder if you

know what that feels like? To me it felt a little green, and a little old, but still quite fun, sort of like my

grandpa. This particular strange thought liked chocolate. I knew because my tummy was telling me it

did.



So I got it some chocolate, and then it went from being just a thought to being something I decided I

would do for fun.

I would tell you what it was, but if you are like my sister you probably want to know my name. She can’t

read anything, not even something like “It was a bright fine sunset evening” without crying out, “I don’t

understand this story! Who is the main character? What’s his name? If he doesn’t have a name than that

means he’s not real!” So I will tell you my name, so you know I am real.

My name is Abernathy Benjamin Hanks. I’m American but my daddy is French.

My mother died in a building. She was building, I mean. It was a barn, I think. She was real smart, so’s

my dad, but he didn’t let a barn fall on top of him, so he was still around when I was seven to tell me he

was. I was seven once you know, as truly as you were. I can say that because most six year olds can’t

read very well, and stopped reading this story when they got to the word particular.

The thought I woke up with when I was seven was pretty simple, like most the thoughts you have at

that age are. It didn’t have any reason to be in my head, but it was there anyway. Maybe it was a

left-over from one of my dreams.

It was just this. That I would… continued on page 7

Great (wannabe)
Quotations

The solace of a great mind is it's
needing no mathematical extension, to

bring it to the outer realms of space.
- Albert Einstein

And I must say, requiem did not mean
what I thought it meant!

- Mrs. Elton

Rough is the world on which we turn,
rough is the wind that breaks over this

New Age, but glorious in its power,
majestic in its cruelty, is sweeping over

the world one great Tyrant (me).
-Carl Marx

Great Ideas

If you are stuck, I can supply ideas.
Make things happen!

Bridget,
The Gringos

Inglenook of
Poesy

Oh what a day,
oh what an hour!

Oh what you’d give, for a
little flower!

(Or was it a little flour?
XP)

—J. Jombridge

https://elevenworlds.com/2022/01/07/when-i-am-sixty/#more-480


Attributing silly quotes to those who
did not say them is my delight.

-A.A. Milne

It was all Pumpkin’s Fault

3: Sam
Sophia Gould and Daniella Hillebrand
(and Sarah and Anna Durand)

It is a loss to the world no doubt, but I can’t tell you anything about how Sam found his way to the WAS

highrise office; or how he bumped into Pumpkin and offended that said gentlemen greatly by knocking

his ice cream over and not apologizing for it; or how he forgot to make himself look tidy, or about his

desperate thoughts about not having any cookies in his pocket; and I can’t tell you any of this for the

sincere reason that I really don’t know anything about what happened on his way there, for Sam is a

quiet fellow, and he never did tell anyone about it.

For all I know he lost himself three times, and didn’t bump into Pumpkin at all; or stopped by his

grandma’s, and didn’t have any desperate thoughts about cookies.

At all events, I do know that Sam arrived there (almost on time), and… continued on page 16

Wishing you all a very happy Friday!
The Knickerbocker Writers Club
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